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A2. LASERSPEOTROSOOPY
OF THE ATMOSPBEBE
V.E.Zuev
The paper presents
the results
of development of
high-resolut1on
laser spectrometers
and their application
for inveøt1gation
01' the vibration-rotation
absorpti01'l
spectra
of atmospheric
gases, paying special
attention
to
the problems of laser gas analysis
of the atmosphere.
For these purposes 'the ruby and Nd-glass intracavity
laser spectrometers
and the optoacoustic
spectrometers,
using a He-Be laser and a dye laser,
have bee1'1 developed
a1i the Institu1ie
of Atmospheric Optics SB USSR Acad.Sci.,
Tomsk, USSR.
The paper presents
the parameters
of these spectrome1iers and the resul ts of investigations
of the vibra1iion-rotation
absorption
spectra
of atmospheric
air, ~O, O2,
002, N20, B02, D20, NH3, ND3, OH4. 02H2' 02H4' 0~6'
03H3'
03HS,04H10' us1ng the developed spectrome1iers.
As a resul1i of 'these 1nves1iigations,
a great number
of previously
unknown absorptio1'1 li1'1es of d1fferent
gases
as well as 'the new vibratio1'1-ro1iation
absorptio1'1 bands have
been regis1iered.

A theoretical

analysis

of the

resul1is

of measureme1'1ts

allowed o1'1eto ide1'1tify the absorptio1'1 spectra
obtai1'1ed
and 1;0 calculate
mjn11111lJ11
conce1'1trat1ons of atmospheric
gases investigated
using these laser spectrome1iers.
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H1gh Reso1ut1on

Aspects
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of Interste11ar

Spectroecopy

G. W1nnew1sser
In recent years mo1ecu1ar
spectroscopy

have

of cloud dynam1cs
format1on.
m1nute)

cloud

resolut1on

features

by 1nterste11ar
to the underetand1ng

wh1ch

may lead to star

(smaller

than

such as change8

1 arc

1n the 1ntr1ns1c

and chem1cal cond1t1ons are begun to be revealed by
smaller spat1al areas w1th1n the cloude. Th1e reeults

1n narrow
w1dth

contr1buted

and to the cond1t1ons

At h1gh angu1ar

deta11ed

phys1cal
8ampl1ng

1ncreas1ng1y

stud1ee

l1ne w1dthe

closed

to the thermal

l1m1t.

as low as 0.1 km e-1 coo1 dark dust clouds

10 K) hold great potent1al
concern1ng

the1r phys1cal

to be stud1ed

(le88

for prec1se

state. The molecular

dark duet c10uds w111 be d1scuesed
to form stars w111 be d1scueeed.

W1th

l1ne
than

1nformat1on

spectra

of a few

and the1r evo1ut1onary

path
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A4.

U1tra-H1Qh

Res01ut10n

Spectroscopy

of Spher1ca1

Tops

Ch. 80rdé

~!!!~~gg~_~!!!!2~ (Cha1rman-

Jones)

H.

Theory and Ana1ysis of H1gh R8801ut10n IR Spectra
81.

Two Year8 Later
G. Gue1achvili
What

shou1d

the forthcoming

82.

VERY HIGB

A1ain

we expect

from Four1er

Spectroscopy

1"

years?

RESOJ.lITION FOIJRIER TRANSFORM

VAJ.ENTlN, I.udcn

SPECTRUSCOPY

IIJ::NRY

I.aboratoin.
Universit~

de Spcctronllmic
Mo1l;culaire
Pierre
et Marie Curie
4 p1acc .JUSSÍl'1I - Tour 13
75230 Paris C~dex 05
FRANCE

A vcry 10ng palh Fouder
Transform
sp<,ctromcter
has been
blli 1 t up ill lhe I.aboratory
o( !>Iolecul ar Spectronomy,
l'aris.
That
was done wilh l'ierrc
CON~ES. and Guy MICHEL cooperalionand with
assistam"e
from Professor
JACQlIINOT Laboratory
(Aimé COTTON I.aboratory).
Thi s apparatus
has an eight
meter optical
bench a11owing a 1" meler maxim!:!, P~fh difference
,that
is lo say an apparatus (IInclion
0.034
10 cm
width ,al lhe presl'nt
time (using
only
one arm of the Michelson
interferometer,
and without
folding
lhe
oplical
beam).
Such an apparatus
function
is sufficienlly
narrow
to record
most of the molecular
lines
in their
I)oppler-Fizeau
shapes.
New monitoring
procedure
for the scannillg
by st<,ps of
the interferogram
were used.both
to increase
the flexibility
of
this
kind of spectrometer
and to adapt
it to very low en<,rgy
sources
in the medium infrar~d.
The electiv<,
3pplication
domain
is.at
present.the
5 to 22 micrometer
part
of the infrared
spcctrum.
One pair
of symmetrical
beam sp1itters
is used for al1
this
domain ancl only one detector,
an helium
pumped coolcd
composite
gcrmaniulII bolom('ter
is nc('ded.
Description
of the apparalus
and experimental
results
obtaincd
yet wi11 bc given.
P.CONNES,

G. MICIlEL,

Applied

Optics,

.!!!.. 2067

(1975)
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Construct;on of a H;g~Resolut;on Interferometer for the
Reg;on below 1000 cm-1
F. W;nther
Froman ;nterferometer descr;bed by Bu;js and Gush 1) a sYffimetr;cal double beamconstruct;on was developed. Independently. a
s;milar ;nterferometer has been bu;lt by K;tade 2).

As shown;n the F;gure the opt;cal path length ;s 8 t;mes the
mechan;cal travel of the corner m;rrors (M). leading to a compact
construct;on conta;ned ;n a vacuumtank of 120 cm ;nternal d;ameter. The max;mum
mechan;cal path of the mirrors (M) ;s about
2 x 25 cm lead;ng to symmetrical ;nterferograms from wh;ch
spectra of 0.005 cm-1 resolut;on can be obta;ned. theoret;cally.
Examplesof spectra obtained with this instrument will be shown
;n the lecture.
1. H.L.Buijs and H.P.Gush. J. de Phys;que 28. Suppl.C2. 105 (1967).
2. A.Kitade and K.Yoshihara. Jap.J.Appl.Phys. 17. 695 (1978).

84.

The Infrared Spectrum
lIentels
Y2
C. Betrencourt

and

~03Br
).15 Cor1011s

Near 1000 cm-1. The FundaInteract10n
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85.

CORIOLIS INTERACTION BETWEEN u2

AND u5 .IN THE HIGH RESOLUTION

INFRARED SPECTRUM OF <ìH3t..
Michel

MORILLON and Pierre
d'Infrarouge,
Orsay,France

BETRENCOURT, Mireille

Laboratoire

PINSON

Methyl fluoride is used for numerous laser spectroscopic experiments because of its large intensity of absorption. To find new
coincidences a precise knowledge of all the levels is required.
The analysis of the rovibrational structure of the high resolut~on infrared bands u2 and u5 has been carried out for the.first
t

l.DIe.

The spectrum, which lies between 1350 and 1500 cm-1 has been
recorded with a double pass SISAM spectrometer. The experimental
limit of resolution is 0.015 wavenumber.
Because of the presence of the strong u2 band of water vapor,
the spectrometer has been entirely evacuateö.
More than five hundred rovibrational levels, up to K - 10
have been assigned in the two bands.

The Coriolis interactionbetween the v5- 1 (E) and v2- 1 (A1)
vibrational states results in A1A2 splittings of levels with
K
15
0 or 3.
These effects are well explained by our computation. Molecular
constants, up to the third order, have been derived from a leastsquares analysis for the two states.

-

-
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Asymmetric-Rotator Fourth-O~der VibrationRotation Interaction Oonstants
pau1

M. Parker

(1) and Azam

Niroomand-Rad

(2)

(1) Physics Department, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, U.S.A., (2) Physics
Department, Tehran University of Techno1ogy,
Tehran, Iran
The constants p which specify the
variation of the quartic centrifuga1 distortion
constants with vibrationa1 state can in
principle be expressed in terms of fundamental
molecular constants within the framework of
the Darling-Dennison mode1 Hamiltonian, but
the details as well as the results of such
calculations are formidable. We have determined
algebraic expressions for several of the
simpler types of p constants of asymmetric
rotator molecules with the aid of a modified
Amat-Nielsen contact transformation technique
which seems to yie1d the appropriate resu1ts
with the minimum of sti11 very 1engthy
algebraic effort. The method will be outlined
and pre1iminary results will be shown.

I
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v 2+_v6 (.!l,

HIGH RESOLUTION S'l'UDY of the

v 5't.v6

(E+A1"t.A2t INFRAREDSYSTEMof METHYLBROMIDE.
C. di Lauro and F. Lattanzi
Dipartimento
di Ch~mica, Università
labria,
Cosenza, Italy.
The rotational

analysis

della

Ca-

of a high resolution

F.T. spectrum of the v2+v6,v5+v6 system of
CH3Br, obtained by G. Guelachvili
in Orsay, is
in progress.
The comparison with the corresponding system of CH3Cl (C. di Lauro and C. Alamichel,
J. Mol. Spectrosc.,
in press) is of
considerable

help

of the expected
ons.

towards

the identification

vibration-rotation

A x-y Coriolis

interaction

and v5+V6(E) is responsible
in the J-structure
patterns,

perturbatibetween

for drastic
particularly

dent in the Q-branches of v5+V6(E). This
action can induce "forbidden
transitions"
resonance.

The A1,A2 vibrational

v2+v6
changes
eviinternear

components

of

v5+v6 are probably nearly degenerate
and strongly mixed by z-axis Coriolis
interaction
that
should give origin to an apparent perpendicular band structure. Special care will be devoted to the identification of possible l-type

resonancesbetween levels of the E and A1,A2
vibrationalcomponentsof v5+v6.

-
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B1GB RESOLUT10N SPECTROSCOPY 0'" THE

"'s BAND 0,.

DEUTEROJ.

,"LUOROFORM(CDP'3) BY U.SER S'l'ARK ME'l'HODE
U. Andresen

and E. 1b1sch

The Vs perpend1cu1er
stud1ed

by Laser

1esers.

Severe1

nents

bend ot CDP'3heve been

hundred

seturat10n

have been observed

ass1sned

v1th J va1uea

Us1ng the ground
Costa1n

ex1ted

d1ps ot M-compo-

and most ot them cou1d be
up to 30.

state

[1J and Meerts

1n the t1rst

18

methode us1ns CO2- end CO2 -

Sterk

perameters

g1ven by

end Oz1er

state

[2) the parameter
c
cou1d be dterm1ned very

prec1se1y.
Bes1de e br1et

descr1ptlon

the Ham11ton1en uaed tor
and a compar1son
1s made.

v1th the

ana1ys1s
1R data

of the epparatus
1s d1scussed
glven

by Ruott

r31

1) C.C.Costeln, J. M01.Spectrosc. 2,317,(1962)
2) W.L.Meerts, 1. OZ1er, pr1vate

commun1cat10n (1979)

3) A. Ruotf, H. BUrger, S. B1edermann, Spectroch1m.
Acta 27A,1377,(1971)
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~2!~!~9_~!!!!2~ (Cha1rman- B. Zh111nsk1)
Nonr1g1dMolecules
Cl.

uant1tat1ve

Ener

Leve1 Corre1at1ons

Bent and Interna11y

Rotat1nK

for L1near,

Tr1atom1c

Mo1ecules

P.R. Bunker
Herzberg
Nat1ona1

Inst1tute

Research

of Astrophys1cs

Counc11,

Th1s 1ecture 1s concerned
the quant1tat1ve

corre1at1on

Ottawa,

w1th the study of

of the rotat1on-bend1ng

energy 1eve1s of a 11near or bent tr1atom1c
the energy 1eve1s of the mo1ecu1e
1nterna1

rotat1on

examp1e,

Ar(HC1)].

of a d1atom1c

as mode1 systems.
1ntroduced

m1n1mum

C2.

are used

y v 1s

a mo1ecu1e

th1s parameter

va1ue +1 for an 1dea1 bent mo1ecu1e,

occup1es
has the

-1 for an 1dea1

and -3 for an 1dea1 free 1nternal

mo1ecu1e.

of the HCN-HNC

[as 1n, for

parameter

the pos1t1on

d1agrams;

The rotat1on-bend1ng

1somer1zat1on

w1th

when there 1s free

fragment

A corre1at1on

1n these corre1at1on

tr1atom1c

mo1ecu1e

The L1NC and KCN mo1ecu1es

to quant1fy

11near mo1ecu1e,

Canada

energy

rotor

1eve1s

system, and of the doub1e

H02 system, w111 a1so be d1scussed.

A Phenomenolog1cal Rotat1onal Ham11ton1an for the Ground
V1brat1onal State of Hydraz1ne
~.T. Hougen

-

C3.

A Simultaneous
Wave,

Analysis

Far Infrared

Transitions
Leve1s

23
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of the Microwave,

Submi111meter

and Infrared-Microwave

getween

the Ground

and

V2

Two Photon

Invers10n-Rotat10n

of 14NH3

~. Urban. V. 9pirko.

D. Papouêek,

L.I. Gerhstein.

Mas10vsk1i,

High
between

A.V.

~. Kauppinen,
A.F.

S.p. ge10v,

Krupnov

res01ut10n far infrared spectra have been measured
-1
-1
(0.01 cm
w1th a Fourier spectro..ter

45 - 279 cm

resolution

without

apodization)

of the inversion-rotation

transitions of
14NH3
in the ground and Y2
exc1ted states.
Submil1imeterwave
spectra have been measured of the pure 1nversion

and inversion-rotation

in the 10

-

the radiofrequency
These
microwave

spectrometer

inversion

ðk

energy

C4.

w1th

data have been combined
trans1tion

resolution data on the
nat10n of the molecu1ar

of the

trans1tions

in the

Y2

state

25 cm-1 region w1th microwave accuracy using

=

~

3n

acoustic

with

detector.

the ground

frequencies

and u1tra-high

12
band in a least squares
parameters using a modified

interactions

between

state

the

determ1theory

1nversion-rotation

leve1s.

Fourier Spectroscopy of
Long Path Lenghts

NH3

and Other Mo1ecu1es at Very

R. Nordstrom
C5.

Reduced Doub1e-Minimum Potent1a1 Curves for XY3 Pyram1da1
M01ecu1es. A CNDO Approach
V. 9pirko. S. geran
The reduced potent1a1 curve (RPC) method used by ~en~
and P1iva (C011ect.Czech.Chem.Commun. 29, 1449 (1963)] for

-

study1ng
meter

the d1atomic

stud1es

potent1a1s

of the invers10na1

1s adapted

for three-para-

doub1e-minimum

poten~ia1

functions of XY3
pyramida1 mo1ecu1es. Reduced doub1e-m1nimum potentia1 curves (RDMPC's) of the f1rst and second row
+
+
hd '
y r1des (CH3, NH3, OH3: S1H3. PH3, SH3) are constructed
from CNDO/2 theoretica1 potent1a1s. The CNDO-RDMPC's
corresponding

to a group of isoe1ectronic

h1gh degree

of approx1mation,

hydrides

ç01ncide

to a

so that they can be represented

-

by a 81ng1e
ce1nc1dence

24
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curve. Furthermore, there 1e e neør1y perfect
between the CNDO-RDMPC'e
of the f1ret row hydr1-

dee and the emmon1a

expar1menta1

RDMPC

(the on1y exper1mental

curve for a XH3 mo1ecule). To 111uetrate a pract1ca1 uee of
the propoeed RPC approach eeveral approx1mante to the genu1ne
phoeph1ne potent1a1 are conetructed
(over a w1de range of
va1uee for the 1nvere10n mot10n coord1nate) by comb1n1ng the
ava11ab1e

exper1menta1

data and the ca1culated

result1ng (three-paremeter)
c01nc1dence.

C6.

~

potent1ale

exh1b1t

RDHPC'S.
a very

The

cloee

Rotational Constant and Barrier to 1nternal Rotation in CHJSiF3

w. Leo Heerts. Fysisch Laboratorium. Katholieke Universltelt.
Toemooiveld.

Nijmegen. The Netherlands. and

1rv1og Ozier. Department of Physlcs. Unlversity of Brltish Columb1a.
Vancouver. B.C.. Canada.
1
The previously described avoided cross1og mo1ecu1ar beam e1ectric
resonance (HBER) technique has been app1ied to CH3SiF3 10 the ground
torsiona1 state. The observed transltlons obey the selectlon rules
AJ-O. AK-t2.t3. Aa-O.tl. Here the quantum number a dlstingulshes the
dlfferent torsiona1 subleve1s. The J-va1ues range from 1 to S. The
MBER data

al10w an accurate and uncorre1ated determinatlon of the

apparent (Aeff-Beff).the helght V3 of the barrier to 10temal rotatlon.
and the ratio ø of the moment of 10ertia a10ng the symmetry axis to
that of the entire mo1ecu1e. An exact solutlon of the 1otema1

rota-

tlon Hami1tonian (Ref.2.Eq.3.1) was required to meet the hlgh accuracy
of the MBER spectra. The results are (Aeff-Beff)-341.S018(70)HHZ.
V3-413.703(2S)cm-1. and Ø-0.02S4606(10). The permanent e1ectric dipo1e
moment p-2.33938(14)D. and the distortion dlpo1e moment PD-2.13(S7)x
lO-6D.
1n additlon. the norma1 ~branch

(Aa-O) ml11imeter wave absorp-

tlon spectrum of the mo1ecule 10 its ground torslona1 state has been
studied wlth a conventlona1 gas-phase spectrometer

operat1ng around

100 GHz. The effective rotationa1 constants for the ground torsiona1
state derived from theae me8surements are B

eff

ff-371S.6S87(18)HHZ.
e

DJ-O.8S22(14)kHz and DJK -2.S18(6)kHz. Tbe effectlve constants given
above conta1o ceDtrlfugal dlstortion contributions due to the 1oter3
na1 rotation.The re1ationsbetween the rea1 and effectiveconstants

25 -
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w1l1 be d1scussed.
1. W.L.

Mecrts

2. C.C.

L1n

and

and

J.D.

3. D. K1ve1son,

.:7.

1. Oz1er,

Phys.Rev.Lett.

Swa1en,

Rev.Mod.Phys.

J.Chem.Phys.

POTF.NTIAL FUNCTION

22,

IDepartment

E.Benedetti,
R.Aroca

Budapest,

M.Ag1iet~0

IUniversity

841

(1959).

(1;54).

ROTATION

AND STRUCTURE

V.I.Mocha10v,

A.A.Zemkin

Moscow State University,

G.Ja1sovszky

for Chemistry,

31,

(1978).

ISOMER OF BUTADIENE-1.)

A.V.Abramenkov,

of Chemistry,

G.Keresztury,

1733

FOR INTERNAL

OF THE SECOND ROTA~ONAL
Yu.N.Panchenko,

4l., 1109

ICentra1 Research

USSR/,

Institute

HungarYI,
IUniversitå

of Toronto,

di Pisa,

Ita1yl and

Canadal

The Raman spectra of gaseous cis,cis-dideuterobutadiene-1,3

IC4H4D21 and hexadeuterobutadiene-1,3

IC4D61 were

recorded in the region of the first overtone of the V13
torsiona1 vibration at high res01ution. Based on the
frequencies

measured

for the 2V13 hot band progression

of C4H4D2 and C4D6, the assignment
for ana10gous transitions
are corrected.

estab1ished

of the 1ight

isotope

ea~1ier
IC4H61

Using 10 frequencies of C4H6 the coefficients
expansion of the potentia1 function for hindered
rotation

in the
interna1

around the C-C sing1e bond are ca1cu1ated

method of 1east squares.
function obtained
experimenta1

this way we11 reproduces

frequencies

by the

It is shown that the potentia1
measured

the set of

for the overtones

of the

V13 vibration of C4H4D2 and C4D6' A satisfactory agreement is achieved between the corresponding ca1cu1ated and
experimenta1

va1ues of energy differences

barrier heights of interna1
It can be conc1uded

form.

and

from this study that the second

most stab1e rotamer of butadiene-1,3
gauche conformer

of rotamers

rotation.

s1ight1y different

is a non-p1anar
from the p1anar cis

....-
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C8.

Horst
Institut

für Pbysikalische
Universität

Tbe Molecular

structure

mined u3in~ Electron
CrOWRVe

Güntber

spectropcopy
isotopic

of CE3H~F3

alone.

species

has been

combined

It seemed

a structure

Cbemie

FRG.

Diffraction

spectrosCOpy1.

ever, to derive

und Theoretische

TOBINGEN,

deter-

with Mi-

inte~estin~,

by means

how-

of miCrowRve

For that purnosp

the followin~

have been investigated:

m
CH3 HgCF3
m
CD3 IIgCF3
13CH3 mHgCF3

(m

=

198,

199,

200,

202,

204)

(m

=

198,

199,

200,

202,

204)

(m = 200,

202)

13CD ; mHp;CF
.
3 (m = 200,
m 1
CH; Hg CF;(m
200,

202)

Cll3mHg13CF;(m

= 200,

202)
202)

Spectra of some vibrationally excited states wre
a1so observed

and some of them assigned.

Tbe experimenta11y
not be reproduced

determined
usin~

Bv-constants

a pub1ished

force

It has been possib1e

to estimate

distortion

constants

from the snectra.

correspond

we11

mal coordinate
Structures
binations

could
fie1d.2

the centrifuga1
Th~se

values

to tbe ones ca1r.ulated from the ~noranalysis.

bave been determined
of the many isotonic

usin~

different

species.

com-
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C9.

1 H. Günther, H. Oberhammer
Struct.
in press.

and R. Eujen,

2 R. Eujen,

22,

D1po1e

J. Mol. Struct.

Momente

and Rotat1ona1

(1979),

J. Mol.

1.

Isomer1sm

1. Botskor

~!!!!~22~_~!!!!2~
Spher1ca1

D1.

(Cha1rman - J.K.G. Watson)

Tope

Symme~

adapted calculation of the uarameters of the

effective vibration-rotation HAmiltonian
B.I. Zhilinskii
Chemistry
Moscow,

Departme1ìt, Moscow State
117 2)4,

Symmetry

USSR.

adapted

to the construction
Hamiltonian.

perturbation

of tensor

the molecular

vibrational
effective
using
Bailly

takes

Hamiltonian

operators

symmetry

for the construction
nondegenerate

developed

operator

as well.

is expanded
.

with

respect

operator

to

for one
of

of the

type molecules

operators

as an example.

in a

may be used

The construction

rotational

The

and for the group

for the spherical

the irreducible
is considered

level

into account

model.

'rhe method

of the effective

vibrational
levels

irreducible

group.

is applied

vibration-rotation

of the static molecular

tota.l vibration-rotation
series

theory

of the effective

The approach

the point group

University,

of Moret-

by

- 28 -

D2.

Recent

Progress

Spberica1-Top

in tbe Tbeory of Nuc1ear Ryperfine

Interactions

for

Mo1ecu1es

J. Bordi
Saturation
of u1tra-bigb

tbe effects

spectroscopy
reso1ution

interactions

states.

tbey be10ng to different

tbus tbey give rise

ç1uaters

(1) C.J.

(2) J.

---

tbese

symmetry species

to otberwi8e forbidden

Bord6 et at.;

Bordi et at..

states
(2).

Tbese

of tbe
to mix. even
group;

Tbese facts

of tbe V. band;

terms of the byperfine

May 1980.

tbe

hami1tonian

IV; R. Wa1ther.

(1979).

Pbys. Rev. Lett..

in wbicb

in S1,; a compari80n between
for a score of vibration-

La8er Spectroscopy

Springer-Ver1ag

(1).

of tbe point

1ines

in tbe P. Q and R brancbeB

Rotbe Editors.

mo1ecu1es

for a sp1itting

but a1so cauae

re1ative
effects
of the varioua
wi11 tben be di8cus8ed.

ua witb a series

are reso1ved

bave a11 been ob8erved and ca1cu1ated
tbeory and experiment
is DOWp088ib1e
rotation

provided

of spberica1-top

are not on1y responsib1e

vibration-rotation
if

spectra

of byperfine

interactions

bas recent1y

K.W.
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NEW M1CROWAVE 1NVEST1GAT10N
OF SeF .

03.

Dines Christen

,

1nstitut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie,
Universitãt TOB1NGEN,

FRG

und
Lehrstuh1 für Anorganische Chemie
Ruhruniversitãt
BOCHUM, FRG

Helge Willner,

In an attempt

to synthesize

new Selenium

OCSe and F1uorine

were mixed

5 m long standard

microwave

through

at the entrance

to a

stark cell and flowed

The strongest

ever, apart from unreacted
and the spectrum
brationa11y

excited

possible

to determine

excited

1ines,

originate

isøtopes

a change

between

how-

from SeF4a

as wel1 as vi-

states of this compound

with J ranging

and observe

OCSe,

of several

assigned

have been

1 and 40. 1t has been

centrifugal

distortion

in the inertial

defects

constants
by the

states.

These new data have been
brational

frequencies1

combined

in order

with

the known

to calculate

vi-

an im-

force field for SeE4.

a A rigid fit to low J 1ines has been
Bowater

carried

out by

et a1.2

1 Aldous

2

Fluorides,

the cel1.

Many new 1ines appeared.

proved

11

and Downs,

Bowater,

(1968)

Brown

Spectrochimica

and Burden,

Acta A28,1841

J. Mol. Spectry.

(1972)

28,454

-
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D6.

THE SIMMETRY-ADAP.rEDCONTACT TRANSFOBMATIONS AND
PERTURBATION
C.AWULATION
TOPS

THEORY IN TERMS OF IRREDUCIBLE
OF SPECTROSCOPIC

TENSORS.

CONSTANTS FOR SPHERICAL

V.N .Bryukhanov, B.I., Zhi11nski
V.I.Perevalov,
V1.G.Tyuterev,
0.N.U1en1kov,
A.E.Cheg1okov
S1nce the f1tt1ng
of exper1mental
spectra
of spher1ca1 top mo1ecu1es 1s usual1y carr1ed out 1n the formalizm of 1rreduc1b1e
tensor operators
1:1,2 J it 1s
worthwhi1e to deve10p the method of calcu1at1on
1n th1s
representation
as we11.
In the report the operator
perturbat10n
theory 1s
formu1ated in terms of 1rreduc1b1e
tensors
for groups

.

ca1cu1at1ons
S03 and Tcf Two vers10ns of perturbat10n
were cons1dered 1n deta11: contact transformat1ons
and
perturbat10n
theory 1n a projector
form.
First the 1ni tial v1brat1on-rotat1on
Hami1ton1an
was presented
in tensor form and then the e1aborate
technique
of ca1cu1ation
of commutators,
matrix e1ements and order1ng of 1rreduc1b1e
tensors has been studied.
The transformation
to the effect1 ve Hami1ton1an
was carr1ed out both for nondegenerate
or degenerate
v1bration
states
and for the case of accidental
vibration-rotation
resonances.
Formu1as connecting
some spectroscopic
parameters
1n the;K fi t. wi th the mo1ecu1ar potent1al
function
were
The deta11ed app1icaderived for Td symmetry group

.

tion to the XY4mo1ecu1es wi11 be presented as we11.
1. J.Moret-Bai1ly.
ca1:i..Phys. .12, 237 (1961).
2. J.-P.Champion. Can.J.Phys. 22, 1802 (1977).

Wedneedav.
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~2r~!~S_!!!!!2~
Poet-Oead11ne
001.

(Cha1rman - L. Nemee)
Papere
VIBRATION-ROTATION LINE INTENSITIES
IN INFRARED AND RAMANSPECTRA
M.R.Aliev

The lecture
to the theory
ra,

infrared

overtones
type
sions
the

C8se

ches

is concerned
of line

the general

intensities

and combination

on the
form

of

theory
the

as well
including

1,2,).

moments will

of Raman spectra

we use

spect-

as in first
different

Explicit

expres-

be illustrated.
two different

of polarizability

vibronic

approch

in rotational

bands,

transitions

transition

based

extended

with

and Raman fundamentals

of forbidden
for

and V.M.Mikhaylov

theory

In
appro-

and on
(rovibronic

the
theory

of Raman intensities).
1.

M.R.Aliev,

V.M.Mikhaylov:

Sov.Phys.

JETP Let.

lQ,

300 (1919)

2. V.M.Mikhaylov, M.R.Aliev: Opt. i Spektrosk.

j1,1012

(1919)
3. M.R.Aliev,
(in press)

V.M.Mikhaylov,

Opt. i Spektrosk.

1980

..340D2.

A New M1crowave Invest1Qat10n on PH3
S.P. Belov, A.V. Buren1n, L.I. Gerhste1n, A.F. Krupnov,
V.N.

003.

Buren1n,

Maslovsk11

V.L.

Vaks,

V.N.

Markov,

L.I.

Gerhste1n,

1n

Polyansk11

Subm1111meter

M1crowave

Constents

AsH3

of

A.V. Maslovsk11

Søectrum

A.V. Buren1n, V.p. Kazakov, A.F.
S.M. Shap1n

006.

O.L.

Methods

Prec1se FreQuency Measurements 1n Subm1111meter..Wave
Reg10n. Re18t1ve Pos1t10nsof
the
CO2 and
~O
Laser
Tr8ns1t10ns

S.P. Belov,

005.

A.V.

New Aspects of the Use of the Oua11tat1ve
Theory of Molecular
Spectra
A.V.

004.

Markov,

M1crowave
E.N.

Spectrum

Karyak1n,

A.F.

01 the

Nonpoler

Krupnov,

S.M.

and Spectroscop1c

Krupnov, A.A. Meln1kov,

C302 Molecule
Shap1n

I
I
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DD7.

ON THE TBEORYOF VIBRATION-ROTATION
SPECTRAOF
MOLEXJULES
WITHLARGE.AMPLITUDE
VIBRATIONABD
ACCIDENTALRESONANCES
V.I.Perevalov,
V.I.Starikov,
Vl.G.Tyuterev
A comparison 1s made of various methods [1-~] of
approximate
separation
of intramolecular
variables
for
the Hamil tonian of NB~ and ~O-'tJ'pe nonrigid molecules,
and a convergence of contact transformations
of Hougen-Bunker-Johns
Hamiltonian
with different
choices of
zero-order
approximation
is studied.
On the basis of
the approach suggested previously
[1] the rotational
and centrif'ugal
distortion
constants
derived wi thout
any expansions in "inversionlt
and Itbending" coordinates have been calculated.
The accidental
resonances
in molecules of different symmetry groups have been considered
and formulas for various interaction
constants
have been derived.
The application
of the quasi-degenerate
contact

transformations

[4]

makes i t possible

to develop a me-

thod for simultaneous
treatment
of large amplitude vibrations
and accidental
resonances.
An umbiguity and
correlations
of interaction
parameters
were studied
as well as the possibility
of utilization
of experimental information
on resonating
levels for determination of intramolecular
potentia1
function.
1. A.H.Hoy, P.R.Bunker,
J.Mol.Spectrosc.
~,4~9(1974).
2. V.Spirko,
J.M.R.Stone,
D.Fapouåek, J.Mol.Spectrosc.
.22, 159 (1976).
~. V.I.Starikov,
Vl.G.Tyuterev.
ItOn the theory of rotationa1
spectra of nonrigid moleculeslt.
Preprint
N 29, IOA, 1979.
4. V.l.Perevalov,
Vl.G.Tyuterev.
"Centrifugal
distortion for asymmetric tops in the case of accidental
resonanccs".
Freprint
N ~, IOA, 1979.
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DD8.

~2'0
ABSORPTIONSPECTRUMIN TIili RANGEOF 1 .06 A m
A.D.Bykov. V.P.Lopasov.
Yu.S.Makushkin,
L.N.Sinitsa,
V.I.To1machev,
O.N.Ulenikov
In the paper

some resu1ts

on registration

and the-

oretical
processing
of the D20-vapor absorption
epectrum in the range of 1 .06 im are gi ven .
The D20 vapor absorption
spectrum first
registered in this range was obtained using a dieperse
intracavity 1aser spectrometer.
The epectrometer
resolution
is 0.08 cm-1. the thresho1d absorption
sensitivity
is
10-7 cm-1 that corresponds
to the use of a 1000 m absorbing ce11 in c1assical
spectroscopy.
When determining the D20 absorption
lines,
the water vapor absorption 1ines from Ref.[1]were
used as reference
ones. In
the investigated
range of 9100+9460 cm-1 more than 200
D20 vapor
eet 1inee

absorption
1ines were registered.
are in the l;)w-frequency
region

J~

The strong9300 cm-1

.

The spectrum
V"tie identified
and the obtained
reeults
were theoretical1y
processed.
As the ana1ysie
showed the spectrum
within
the given range was mainly
determined
with a rotationa1
lecule
bands (013) and (112)
some other
vibration-rotation
The spectrum
termination

etruoture
of the D20-mobeing in resonance
with
bands of this molecule.

ident1fication
of rotational

was made together
with deand centrifugal
constants
of
the vibrational
states
(013), (112) and the parameters
of resonance interactions. The parametere were determÌDed by the optimization method. In this case the parameters recaloulated using isotopic relations from the
corresponding H20-moleoule parameters were used as a
zero approximat1on.

1. J.M.F1aud, C.Camy-Peyret, K.N.Rao, Da-\YunChen. JanShek Hoh, J.PJiaillard,

J.Mol.Spectrosc.,12,339(1979)

009.

"
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INVESTIGATION OF HIGH VIBHATIONAL STATES OF MOLECULES_
IN THE 1.um REGION
.,
V~P.Lopasov,
L.N.Sinitsa
and A.M.Solodov

The report presents
the investigations
lar spectra in the 9100-9520 cm-1 Nd-laser
highly-sensi
tive wide-band and narrow-band
laser spectrometers.

of molecurane;e using
intracavi ty

The H20, OH4, 02D2 spectra in the 9100-9520 cm-1
range were recorded using the wide-band spectrometer
wi th a resolu tion of 0.08 cm-1 and threshold
sensi tivi 1iy to absorption
10-7 cm-1. The investigations
of
002 spectra were made at gas temperatures
T=300-1200oK.
A great number of previously unknow.n 1ines were recorded and identified.
The structure
of Q-branches o:t C2H2 bands with
the centers 9366 cm-1 and 9407 cm-1 was registered
using the narrow-band 1aser spectrometer,
with a reso1ution of 0.001 cm-1 and thresho1d
sensitivity
to absorption
3.10-6Cm-1. The positions
of 1ine centers
of
Q(1)-Q(20) bands were measured with an accuracy of
0.005 cm-1, the rotational
constants
of bands were
a1so det~ed.
MOLmULARP.AlUMJ!1.[IERS
OF 9366 cm-1 BAND(IN cm-1)

~o- B~e.2 + B"e,,2 = 9366.597:!: 0.003 ~m-1
( B:t - B" ) x 103 = -14.65 :!:0.03
é D~ - D" ) x 108 = -7 :!:6.

-
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THE N02 ABSORPTION SP~CTRU~
THE RANGE OP 0.59 ~m
I

WITH HIGH R~OLUTION

A.B.Antipov,

V.P.Lopasov,

V.A.Kapitanov,

O.VJNaumenko,

spectrometer

dye 1aser

vestigate

Yu.S.Makushk1o,

0.N.U1enikov

A 1aser
tunab1e

based

system mode1

the N02 absorpt1on

on a sing1e
580

therefore,

the spectrum

method

with

frequency

[1 ] vlas used

spectrum.

N1trogen

10 the v1s1b1e has significantabsorpt1on
metric

IN

was measured

the ce11 1ength

to 10d1oxi~,

1 cm-1/atm,

~

by spectro-photo-

of 1 m.

N1trogen dioxide was obta1oed
s1tion of nitrate of 1ead:

by therma1

decompo-

2Pt(N~)2 =4'>tl01+2PIO+~'
Because of the presence of mixture of N02 and N204
at room tamperature, the N02 absorpt1on spectrum was re-

gisteredat 10w mutua1 pressure P
concentration
/'

was determined

1(4-h.;(T) = f.OfJt

where K'.z.IHì.
(1) was taken
A pre1im1oary
ned spectrum

Kfla . The N02

.. 0.67

us10g
13
-1.3()~

(()

..

r'

J

1~~".2(J1

Jte~{-f.!1"'iI7'}'

from Ref.[2].

theoretical

processing

of the obta1-

was made.

1. A.B.Antipov,

V.A.Kapitanov,

V.P.Lopasov.

Papers

of

the Al1-Union Conference "Apparatus and ~ethods of
Spectroscopy",172, Novosibirsk (1979).

2. J.W.F1am1og, J.Betts,

JQSRT,

11,

N1

(1977).
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TIlli USE 01' SYSTEMS FOR ANALYTICAL CALCULATIOllS IN THE
THEORY 01' VIBRATION-ROTATION
SPECTRA
V .N .Bryukhanov,

Yu.S .14akushkin

The system for analyt1cal
calculat10ns
1n the theory of v1brat1on-rotat1on
spectra has been developed.
The
..

system prov1des:
1nput of 1nformat1on
on the perturbat10n operator
format1on of the ser1es expans10n 1n the
perturbat10n
theory,
ana1yt1cal
calculat10n
of matr1x
elements of the operators
in the v1brat1on-rotat1on
Ham11ton1an, s1mp11f1cat1on
of express1ons,
reduct10n
of
s1m11ar terms, f1nd1ng of the common d1v1sor 1n an analyt1cal
form, order1ng of the products
of rotat1onal
operators
of an arb1trary
order.
The analyt1cal
express10ns for rotat1onal
and centr1fugal
constants
connec-

-

structural
parating them w1th molecular
parameters
meters,
1nternuclear
potent1al
constants
were obta1ned
for asymmetr1c-top
molecules.

...
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0012.

SA'l'ORATION SPECTROSCOPY OF

'l'BE "'6

BAND OF

F. BEaLEIIJtfl', J. FLBORY, M. LYSZYK, and J.
Labora~re

NO249

C83 I!E

LEMAIRE

de Spectroscop1eBertz1enneassoclé au

C.N.R.S.

Un1vers1
té de LILLE 1

59655 VILLBNBUVED'ASCQ Cédex (FMNCE)

An absorpt1oncell has been used lns1de a C02 wavegu1de
laser to perform saturat10n spectroscopy of molecules wlth small

trans1t1ond1pole moment. Numerous lnverted Lamb d1ps have been
observed owlng to the frequency tunabll1ty of the wavequ1de ampl1f1er

conflqurat1onand w1th resolut1onof 200 kBz BWBM. Quadrupolar
structures
of near

have been analyzed
one hundred

1nverted

and absolute frequency
Lamb d1ps have

measurements

been performed.

Most of them are asslgnedand analysls of the "'6 band of each
lsotop1c

spec1es

cular parameters.

1s 1n proqress

to qlve a new set of reflne mole-

- 41 -

Ph. Herbin,

..

Gh.

Blanquet,

J. Walrand,

C.P.

Courtoy,

A. Fayt.

We have analysed the v3 A-type band of C2H3D centered at
-1
1288.780 cm
up to J - 30 and K - 13. The spectral range from
_1
_1
a
1351cm
to 1235 cm ,was recorded with a grille-spectrometer
"type Girard" and with a resolution of 0.06 cm-I, and a precision
about 3.10-3cm-l. From 723 identified transitions we were able
to calculate the rotational energies in the v3 excited state,
and to refine the corresponding set of parameters :

C2H3D-Results

of the analysisof the v3 band (all values in cm-I)

,

1.10(1)

(16)

ðjK x 10

5.57

0.91911

(3)

t.i

x 10-6

76.33

(117)

0.74330

(2)

ðj

x 10-6

(2)

ði:

x 10-6

0.27
10.5

4.03664

B'
C'

ð

*

ðJ x 10-6

1288.790 (4)*

Vo
A'

-

-6

(26)

fixed value

0.009

The standart deviation in the last digits are given in parentheaes

Our experimental atudy also confirma the lack of any re80nance
effect.
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JlULTIPLB REPLECTIOll OP'l'ICAL SISTEM

0014.

S .14. CBE1Uf.DIJ
AD esseBt1al17

new mirror

s1Dg the instrumental
pt10n

in des1gn,

has been deve10ped.

the s1'stem teatures

ges over the 01&8s10al
ndard

Wh1te

speotrophotometerø

10Dg opt1oal

5.1stem used

produoed

path tour-to1d

reaøed

advanta-

ot emiss1on.

inoreased

The 11ght

praot1oal17

the same. The opt1oal

path 1eDgth

t1mes.

s1mp1e

in oe11s tor sta-

d1mens1ons

1.5

Be1Dg

several

ot 4, the oross-seot1onal

rellai"""g

in absor-

b1' al1 t1rm8 w1 th a 1 m

p&8S&ge

toroe ot the 5.1stem haø been
taotor

5.1stem inorea-

seDs1 v1 't7 ot measurements

speotrophotometr,r

and nove1

mnlt1ple-pass

b1' a

ot the

oe11

has been ino-

At the same t1me the t1%ed number

ot

paøS8S 1s s1%, w1th aooount tor lIII1l
t1p1e 10sses in ret1eot10D8 ot mirrors
th1s value

01088 to the opt1mal

raoter1st1os

inherent

been oompensated
the m1rrors

the

in al1

d1stort10D8

1t poss1b1e

ot oomp1ex

O811s.

mult1p1ep&8s

100at1on

ot

o1'lindr1oal

ohambers

1s charaoter1zed

oha-

5.1stem haV8

to use standard

ooDt1gurat1on

The s1'stem

br1ngs

nlAn "".J!I.
Ast1gmat1sm

in the S1'stem. An ett101ent

makes

tubes 1nøtead

r1oat1Dg

and the aberrat10nal

when tabb1' comp-

1ete use ot the ent1re oe11s d1ameter b1'the 11ght beams.
It al10.s to obta1D speotra ot h1gher reso1ut1on.
The mult1p1e ret1eot1on opt1oa1 5.1stemm~

be reoom-

mended tor oe11s ot 10ng opt1oal path tor standard equ1pment produoed

b1' ~

spectrophotometr1o

t1rm speo1al1z1Dg in tabr1oat1Dg
equ1pment.

m
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~2~~!~S_~!!!!g~ (Cha1rwoman- C. Betrencourt)
Tunable

Diode Laser Spectroscopy,Double

Opt1ca1

Pump1ng

E1.

Tunable

D10de Laser

Resonance

Spectro8copy.

Spectroscopv

A.M. Mantz

~.

LASla DI0DI SPECTRUM OF THE V1 BASD OF OZO~E
J.C.

DIPANNtMACKER. H. LYSZYK. N. HlNNANTEUIL. J.

Add..es. of the authors
Univenité

i

L ne.

des

Scicnces
the

v1 band of ozone

The techni'1ue

of measure~ent

band

recorded

centered

are

Doppler

.pectrua.

BELLET

lIertzienne

-

)96))

h3VC be~n accurately

villt'neuve

d'Ascq.

des~ribed

mea5ure~

(1) uscs

elsewhere

on each
resolved

there

also

(froa

and the

accuracy

Funce

of

App1ication

the

beatnotcs

wel1

1066-1092
of the

cm

laser

the

is

bettcr

than

1 mk.

ln

known v3 band.
two strongly

and Develop:Dent

- ~~RY~~D - U.S.A. (23-2S juncl9S0)

CF2~12 Opt1c811v Pumped bv 8 Sub.1111meter La8er
M. Mor111on

range

to 9 ~(42))

of mcasurement

A le..t
square
fit using the observed
frequency
leads
to new parameters
for the v1 state.

I.R.

many lines

1n the

':'hc ,"~nl.!riltion
of h.ar::lonies uí the
~f 1 Cl!z froQ e3ch other
in a ty-

9 R(4)

the

(1) Heeting on lIigh Resolution

are

CO2 line

ef

NBS. C3ithersbur~

E3.

de Lille.

CO2 la3cr cnd t-.:o micr~ tJv~ 3ùure.:e5.
lca~s to frequency
~'rkers
distant

24 CHz range
The lines

the

de Spectroscopie

et Tcchni'1ues

A.'iD J.

.-1
of

~iode.
a sl..bil:.zcd
microwave
frcqucncies
pic.l

: L3boratoire

LE~IRE

coupled

v3 .nd

v1

E4.
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SQ01F.SPECTROSCOPIC APPLICATION OF OPTICALLY PUMPFD SUIMI Lt\SERS

- P. Glor1cux- J. Wascat- J.

D. Danøolsse

Bel1et

Laboratolrc de Spcctroscople Hcrtzleme
U11versl té dc Ll11e I.
59655 V1l1eneuve d'AÐcq Cedex (France)

The optlca11y

putped sut:nm lasers

are often

used as stable

and monochrornat1c soun:es. They also provlde us w1th spectroscoplc
lnfonnatlon
on the exclt4..od states lnvolved 1n laser emlsslons.
The
ass1(J111ent of the em1ss1on l1nes a110ws 1nprovment of the rotat1onal
CCX1Stants of the rrolecules.

Accw-ate frequency

rmasurements

of the

sltmn 11nes (tn:erta1nty",

1 101Hz)have bef::n pcrformeå on several
13
rroleculcs (D2CO. HOCO, (H2CO)3' æoæ.
11 COCJ{,03) from 14.7 GIz
(~CO)3 PUIPed by the C02 10R30) up to 1542 GIZ (HDCOpur;>ed by
the C029P8). fobst of the em1ss1on l1nes have bcen as.si~d
in all
these rrolecules.
Infrared microwave (or rf) double resonance exper1rmnts

inside

the submn cavi ty allow the checking

of the assigm.ents

ln HOCO,D2CO, J-COCfI.

E5.

D10de Laeer Spectra of Spher1cal Top Moleculee
Yu.V. Koe1chk1n.
A.N. Perov

p.V. Krjukov.

A.I.

Nadezhdinsk11.
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E6.

The ~3 Fundamenta1 Band of Hydrazolc Acld,
HNNN, by Tunab1e Dlode Laser

Kolchl Yamada1

and Mlchlo Takam12

.,

The Instltute of Physlca1
''iako,Saltama,

and Chemlca1

Research

351, JAPAN

The HNN bendlnq fundamenta1 of HNNN was measured
ln the wave number

rUage 1250 to 1280 cm-1 was measured

by atunab1e Dlode Laser at the Instltute

for Mo1ecu1ar

Sclence, Okazakl, Japan. The ""3 fundamenta1 band was
measured emp1oyln~ both source- and Stark modu1atlon.
In the former case the absorptlon
ln the second derlvatlve

11nes were dlsp1ayed

form by modu1atlng

the 1aser

output frequency wlth a 5 kHz slne-wave and detectlng
the slgna1 at 10 kHz. For the asslgnment of the absorptlon 11nes Stark-modu1atlon
square wave e1ectrlc
..,

long parallel-plate
1 mm resu1tlng

technlque

was used. The 100 kHz

fle1d was lmpressed
cell whose

on a 20 cm

spaclng was c10se to

ln a fle1d strenqth

of near1y 4 kV/cm.

,
The a-type transitlon

q~

(wlth K - 0, to 4),

PPK(Wlth K a 0, to 5) and ~QK (wlth K = 2, to 5)
were asslqned. The band parameters and the spectral
anomalles wl11 be presented

1

Present

address:

and dlscussed.

I.Physlka1.Instltut,
D-5oo0 K61n, GERMANY

Unl.zu K61n,"

2 Adjunct Assoclate Professor of the Instlute for
Mo1ecu1ar Sclence for 1978-1979.
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E7.

Infrared absorption spectrum of the v2 band of HN3.
Jørgen Bendtsen

Chemica1 Institute, Aarhus University, DK 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

In order to determine the equi1ibrium structure of HN3 know1edge
of the rotationa1 constants in the ground state as we11 as in the
fundamenta1 vibrationa1 states are essentia1. The gr.ound state parameters have been determined with high accuracy by means of microwave-mi11imeterwave spectroscopy (References are given in 1). 50 far
information of the excited states, comparab1e with respect to accuracy and detai1s with those for the ground state, has on1y been obtained by K. Yamada and M. Takami2) for the v3 state.
In the ta1k va1ues of the parameters of the v2 band and the hot
bands due to Vs and v6 wi11 be presented. The informations are obtained by ana1ysing an infrared spectrum of the v2 band. This spectrum has been measured on the Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer at the University of Giessen, West Germany. The observed resolution is about 0.07 cm-1, and the wavenumbers have been determined by
means of absorption spectra of HCN and N20. It turns out that with
the pres~nt reso1ution the Ka-subbands are not fu11y resolved. In
addition, the fine structure originating from the rather strong hot
-1
-1
bands due to VS=S37.4 cm
and V6=607.0 cm ,makes the band rather
complicated. Part of the spectrum has been measured by K. Yamada
using a tunab1e diode 1aser system. 5ma1l parts of the spectrum have
thus been fu11y reso1ved and have been of great help in the assignment procedure. A program, capab1e to ana1yse simu1taneous1y the sObbands in an asymmetric rotor model, was written by Finn Rasmussen.
Using this program the subbands with Ka -0,1,2 cou1d be ana1yzed whereas the subbands with higher Ka wou1d not fit the mode1.

1. J. Bendtsen:
2. K. Yamada

and

J. Raman

5pectrosc.

K. Takami:

J. Mo1.

To appear.
5pectrosc.

To appear.
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E8.

High Reso1ution Infrared Spectrum of HCCCN
in

the

~oichi

~

5

Region

Yam~d~,

by

Tunab1e

R. Schieder,

Diode

Laser

and G. Winnewisser

1. Physika1isches Institut, Universität
D-5ooo Kð1n 41, W. Germany

zu Kð1n

and
A. t'1. Mantz

Laser Ana1ytics,

Thev3

Inc., Bedford,

vibratlon-rotatlon

M.A., 01730,

U.S.A.

band of cyanoacety1ene,

HC3N has been measured
tion ln the wavenumber

wlth very high spectra1 reso1u-1
range between 2068 and 2095 cm
-1
t 0.005 cm using a
to an accuracy of better than
diOGC 1aser spectrometer.
1ines i5 essentia11y
The recordeå

The width of the observed

11mited by Dopp1er broadening.

spectra have been dis,,1ayeð ln the second

èerlvative fo~, by modu1ating the 1aser output slgna1
wl th a 5 kIiz slne-\...ave
and èernodu1atlno the detector
output wlth
The

10 kI!z.

~ -}:

funèamenta1

ana1ysed,

and yle1ds

cm-1.

analysis

band has been assigned

and

parameters such
-1
, anè the
as the band orlgin V3 = 2079.30500(58) cm
rotatlona1 constant in the upper state B' = 0.151212(10).
The

1-type doub11ng

l~proved molecular

of

the1f-1r

hot

has been resolved

gress. For astr~physica1
the band structure

reasons preclse

is irnportant. Specla1

the spectra wi11 be èiscussed
of the spectrometer

band

together

arrangement.

(v7

=

is presently

1)

whose

in pro-

know1edge
features

of
of

wlth some detal1s
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E9.

Laser-H1crowave

Doub1e

Resonance

Stud1es

of C102 and HCOF

H. Jones

E10.

D10de Laser Spectra of the V 2 8and of
V. Ha1athy

Dev1, Pa1ash

D. Papouiek,

14ND3

P. Das, K. Narahar1

and

Rao, ~. Urban,

V. ~p1rko

The d10de

1aser spectra

and 15ND3 w1th 0.002

have been measured

cm-1 res01ut10n

of 14ND3

1n the reg10n of the

')12band. The
sR(J,k) and aR(J,K)
[6~J
have been comp1ete1y res01ved. H01ecu1ar

:=10] mu1t1p1et8
parameters for the

gr.ound and Y 2 state have been obta1ned by a s1mu1taneous
1east square ana1ys1s of the ava11ab1e m1crowave 1nvers10n
trans1t10ns,

the Four1er

measurements

our d10de 1sser data. Ho1ecu1ar
centr1f~ga1

d1stort10n

of L.H. Jones

parameters

constants

(1) and

1nc1ude

and the constant

the sext1~
of the

A1, A2 sp11tt1ng.
1) L.H. Jones,

~!!!!~22~_~!!!!2~
F1.

J.H01.Spectrosc.

(Cha1rman

1!, 409-422

(1979).

- A. Hantz)

Dependence of Cor1011s Coup11nQ on V1brat10na1 and Rotat10naJ
Var1ab1es 1n Asymmetr1c TOps
L. Nemes

The standard
asymaetric

theory

rotors

of Corio1is

is based

coup1ing

in

on simp1e off-diagona1

~,1
("Ita( Ja() terms. For even moderate1y comp1icated
coup1ing schemes contributions
to the effective
rotationa1
to

Hami1tonian

~,1

(where

x ~,1

may arise
;

~,1

through

second-order,

x B4,O ' etc.

H4,O is a quartic v1brationa1
In this paper such contributions

in the perturbation
compared to symmetric

forma1ism,

combinations

.

term)
are eva1uated

and the results

top Corio11s

due

effects

[1,2]

wi11 be
.

-

1. I.M.M111s,

Mo1ecu1ar

49 Spectro8copy:Modsrn

(Ede.:K.N.Rao,C.W.Mathaws).
2. M.R.A11ev,

Acadam1c

Rsssarch,

Pres8,

J.K.G.Watson:J.Mo1.Spectro8c.

1972

~.

150-160(1979)

F2.

J. Mink, A. Ayoub,

G. Kemény and M. Gá1

In recent years we have measured 1nfrared spectra
of 14CO, 14 C2H2' 14C12 CH2' 14 C2H6' 14 C12 CH6' 14 C6H6 an d
far-infrared
spectra of 14CO under medium reso1ut1on.
Some of the obta1ned rotational-v1brat1onal
constants
/cm-1/ are presented be1ow:
Compound
I4CO

14C2H2
14C12CII2

B"

2054.870 (19) 1.749 (8)
1.7689 (3) b
1.0636 219
726.39 (2)
728.33 (6)

R - far-infrared
bB0 value

B'

io

1.1282

220

and IR-1nfrared

from pure rotationa1

Or1g:ina Ref.

1.0639 (219)

IR
FIR
IR

[1]
[2]
{3]

1.1311 (220)

IR

[4]

1.765 (8)

-

spectrum

spectrum

Approximate values for zeta and band or1g1n were
determined fro~ the analys1s of success1ve ser1es of Q
branches

for

the V7 perpend1cular

~0 + A'(1 - fi - B'
2[A'(1 -Ð- B']

{A'- A'~ - (B' - B' 1
90

t

band,

of 14C2H6 [4](cm-1:

2979.30 (8)
3.4709 (110)
0.0153 (30)
2977.789
0.096

1. J"".M1~, A. Ayoub, G. Kemény, F. K11ng:J .Ho1.Spectrosc.
/1n press/
2. J. ~link, A. Ayoub, G. Kemény, R. Krem6, F. K11ng:
Spect~och1m. Acta 36A, 151 /1980/
3. J. M1nk, G. Kemény: Spectroch1m. Acta, 33A, 277 /1977/
4. A. Ayoub, J. Mink, H. Gál: J. I'io1. Structure 60, 243
/1980/

-

F3.
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Millimeter Wave Spectrum of the HCN dimer. CH2NCN
M. Winnewisser and B. P. Winnewisser. PhysikalischChemisches-Institut.
Justus-Liebig-Universität
Giessen.
Heinrich-Buff-Ring
58. D-6300 Giessen.
and
Curt Wentrup. Institut für Organische Chemie.
Universität Marburg. D-3550 Marburg an der Lahn

The. rotational spectrum of CH2NCN. N-cyanoformimine. in the microwave region was ;dentif;ed by Bak.
Nielsen

and Svanholt1)

in the products

of the pyrolysis

of dimethylcyanimide.
(CH3)2NCN.
An alternate method
of produc;ng this species. ndmely. pyrolysis of trimethylenetetrazole.
was used to identify ;ts ;nfrared spectrum2). We have used the latter method. and were able
to measure the millimeter
between 100 and 250 GHz.

wave spectrum of CH2NCN
The spectrum ;s closely analo-

gous to those of v;nyl cyan;de.
cyanide.

J

=

CH2CHNC.

Transitions

CH2CHCN.

and v;nyl

have been measured

;soup to

20 and Ka = 15 and rotational and centrifugal d;s-

tort;on

constants

The identif;cation
this molecule
applications
curring

determ;ned

of the m;llimeter

may prove useful

w;ll be reported.
wave

not only

spectrum

discharge

of

for interstellar

but also for the study of the products

in the rad;o-frequency

producing

which

oc-

of systems

HCN and HNC3).

1) B. Bak. O. J. N;elsen and H. Sva",ho1t. Chem. Phys.
Letters 59. 330-333 (1978)i B. B~k and H. Svanholt.
Chem. Phys. Letters 66. 387-389 (1979).
2) C. Wentrup. Tetrahedron !l. 1281-1286 (1971).
3) R. A. Creswell. E. F. Pearson. M. Winnewisser and
G. Winnewisser. Z. Naturforsch. 31a. 221-224 (1976)i
G. Winnewisser. R. A. Creswell a~M.
Winnewisser.
Z. Naturforsch. 33a. 1169-1172 (1978).

-

F4.

W. Hüttner

F5.

The Effects
of L1ne Interference
Rotat10na1 Band ShaDe

T1t1e

A.B.Dokuchaev,

not

M.V.Tonkov,

-

51

yet

de11vered

on the V1brat10n-

N.B.P111ppov

At 10w pressures
the abøorpt10n 10 the loterva1s
between the 110es 10 the v1brat10n-rotat10na1
spectra
of s1mp1e mo1ecu1es 1s d1rect1y connected w1th the shape
of the 110es wlogs and 10 the 11rst approx1mat10n can
be represented
as the øum of Lorentz1an curveø, com1ng
from the centerø of the 11oes. The study of the CO2 and
N20 spectra
1n m1xtures w1th fore1gn gaøeø has øhown
that such a mode1 1s not adequate to deøcr1be what 1ø
actua11y golog on there.
In the band center the exper1menta1 va1ues are greater
than the ca1cu1ated oneø
wh11e 10 the w1ngø the exper1menta1 va1ues are cons1derab1y 1ess. Th1s effect
cannot be deøcr1bed by the
1øo1ated 11nes mode1 even w1thout 1mpact approx1mat10n.
A theory has been suggeøted exp1alolog these eftects,
wh1ch takeø 1nto account both the f1n1te durat10n ot
mo1ecu1ar c0111s10ns and the loterference
of spectra1
11oes. The resu1ts
of ca1cu1at10ns
undertaken
1n the
tramework ot th1s theory are we11 1n accordance w1th
the exper1menta1 data. They prove the deter.mlo1ng ro1e
ot 110e loterterence
10 formlog the per1phera1 part ot
v1brat10n-rotat10na1
band.
The resu1ts
obta1ned a110w to draw a conc1us10n
that even 1n the case of the bands w1th c1ear1y reøo1ved
11nes, the 11ne 1nterference
1eads to a conø1derab1e
red1str1but10n
of the absorpt10n
lotens1ty,
w1th the
absorpt10n
1n the centra1 part of the band locreaø1ng
on account of 1ts periphera1
regionø.
Inet1tute

of Phys1cs,

Len1ngrade

State

Un1verø1ty,

USSR.
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F6.

P. Jensen

T1tle

not yet de11vered

F7.

F. AØl8r

T1tle

not yet de11vered

F8. Radiofrequency Spectroscopy of AsH3 Inside a COz
Laser

- NzO

Cavity

F. Scappini.

Laboratorio di Spettroscopia ~blecolare.
CNR. Bologna. Italy
and T. Oka. Herzberg Institute
of Astrophysics. Ottawa.
Canada
The method of radiofrequency

spectroscopy

inside

- NZOlaser

cavity has be~n applied to the observation of pure nuclear quadrupole resonance. A1-A2
transitions
and two photon transitions
of AsH3' The
quadrupole coupling constant eqQ and its rotational
a COz

dependence )(.J'.(K and ,{d.and the spin-rotation
constants CNand CK for the As nucleus have been determined for the ground state. The effective values of
eqQ has been determined for the ~z and \14 states.

-

F9.
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Quadrupole hyperf1ne structure of CFJI 1nvest1~ated bv
Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy in the 10~
v. Stert and H.-H.

Ritze

Us1ng a line-tunable
Lamb-d1p

spectra

band. Varying
measuring

the saturat10n

=

clearly

6 J

observed

hyperfine

~ 1

sible to determine

splitting

0

.

constants

means of IR

-

between

completes

/1/ we

Applying

to d1stinguish

transitions.

in the Q branch

the ditterence

levels which

From

the

it was pos-

of the quadrupole
the excited

hy-

and ground

the measurements

by

MW double resonance /3/. The results were

with

1. W. Radloff

A J

from

cell and

of the lines

/2/ we were able

the

to the ~1

about their ass1gnment.

vibrational

compared

belonging

1n the absorpt1on

intens1ties

technique

coupling

we have observed

of CF31 trans1t1ons

could get informations

perfine

CO2-1aser

the temperature

the polarization

re~1on

the corresponding

and H.-H. Ritze,

values

Appl.

2. V. Stert and R. Fischer,

Appl.

3. H. Jones and F. Kohler,

J. Mol.

4. E. Ar1mondo.
1375 (1978)

P. Glor1eux

for CHJI /4/.

Phys. 1!. 34J (1977)

Phys. 11.

151 (1978)

Spectr. ~.

and T. Oka, Phys.

125 (1975)
Rev. h11.

Fr1dav.

SePt.mber 12

H1gh Reeo1ut10n

Spectroecopy of D1etom1c end Tr1etom1c Mo1ecu1ee

.1.

and Infrared

Some Visible
Holecules

James K. G. Watson,
Research

Council

of Chemistry,

University

through

not observed
molecule
has
stable,

and

these

Rydberg

bands

will

significant

Herzberg

Institute

of Canada,

Visible
and infrared
have been observed
discharge

Rydberg Transitions

in

Ottawa,

observed

be described.
Jahn-Teller

National

Canada K1A OR6, and Oepartment
Southampton,

England.

emission
bands due to the molecule
the cathode
glow of a hollow-cathode

hydrogen

states.

of Astrophysics,

of Southampton,

")

(or

0))

(or deuterium)

gas.1
The bands are
2
The ground
E' state
of the ")
but Rydberg excited
states
are

in the anode glow.
a repulsive
potential
the

of the ") and 0)

bands

correspond

Rotational

Of particular
effect

to

analyses

in

the

transitions
of

several

interest
lowest

excited

is

between
of
the

the
small

but

2E, state.

1. G. Herzberg,J. Chem.Phys. 2Q,
1. Dabrowski and G. Herzberg,
G. Herzberg

and J.

4806-4807 (1979).
Can. J. Phys., to be published.

K. G. Watson,

Can. J.

Phys.,

to be published.

-

G2.
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Further Fourier spectroscop,y studies of the iodine
absorption spectrum.

Pau1 LUC
Laboratoire Aimé Cotton, C.N.R.S. 11, Bâtiment 505,
91405

ORSAY

Cedex,

FRAR::E.

The iodine absorption spectrum was recorded in the region between 12600

and 14000 cm-1 by means of Fourier spectroscopy
.
Bands belongingto the
(O,V") , (1 ,v")

and

(2,V")

progressions, with

identified. From these data preciseva1ues
G , B ,D
1ying

of the ground state X

vibrational

were obtained.
and

B

1eve1s

according

D,

Franck-Condon

of the excited state

-1
TOO

H "and

to the methods

.!2., 25 (1973)),

~ v' ~ 2)

of the mo1ecular

, were

constants

up to v" = 14 and of the 10w-

t )
g

(

~ v' ,< 14

B(3ß+)
ou

In particular, the distance between the two states

is found to be

distortion

(0

11+

10

L

=

15724.586

Rotationa1

cm

ccnstants has been computed from RKR potentia1s

described

and are compare
factors

% O.OQB

b,y Albritton

et a1.

to the experimenta1

(J. Mo1.

ones.

Spectrosc.

The computed

are a1so consistentwith the re1ative intensities

of the observed bands.

Preliminary resu1ts of the ana1ysis of the absorption iodine
spectrum in the infrared region be10w
AO+ +-X

X

12600 cm-1,

is situated, wi11 be presented.

where

the

system
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TRANSITION OF NITRIC OXIDE.

C. AMIOT Laboratoire de Physique Moléculaire et
d'Optique Atmosphérique, Bât.221, Campus d'Orsay,
91400 ORSAY FRANCE.
J.

VERGES Laboratoire

91400

ORSAY

Aimé Cotton,

C N R S II,

FRANCE.

The spectrumof the 14N160 C 20-A
tion

the

C 20 v=O

interferometer.

interactions

three perturbing

levels

of heterogeneous

interactions

B 20v = 8,9

by a simultaneous

data(1)

Deperturbed

level have been obtained

first the homogeneous

and the

transi-

has been recorded with a high reso-

(v'=O-v"=O)

lution Fourier

20+

B 20

for

by taking account

of this level with the

v =7, 8, 9. The influence
between

the

levels was treated

reduction

constants

of the

C -A

D 2~ v =0 level

in a second step
and

D-A

.

(1) C. Amiot, J. Vergès, Chem. Phys. Lett. 66, 3,570 (1979).

-
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DETERHINATIONOF HOLECULAR
CONSTANTSOF NITRIC OXIDE FROH (1-0),(2-0),
(3-0) BANDS OF THE 15t,I60

AND 15NI80

ISOTOPE SPECIES.

Jean-Luc
TEFFO, Annie HENRY, Alain VALENTIN
de Spectronomie
Holéculaire
Laboratóire
Université Pierre et ~~rie Curie
4 place Jussieu -Tour 13
75230 Paris Cedex 05
FRANCE
Previous studies of thc rotation-vibration bands of nitric
oxide (1,2) are completed by the analysis of the (1-0) (main and
2ß'J2-2ñl-2 satellite subbands), (2-0) and (3-0) bands of the two isotop~ spec{es 15N1'O and 15N180. The sp~ctra have becn recorded with
the double pass Ebcrt Fastie spectrometer of the laboratory (apparatus
functionbetween 0.020 to 0.035 cm-J).
ln a first step, the unresolved ^ doublets are used to compute a set of merged sepctroscopic constants with the Albritton's PÐOgram (3). These computed constants are demonstrated to be similar to
the "apparent" ones defined for taking into account the correlation
between the centrifugal distrosion correction AD to the spin orbit
constant and the spin rotation constant y (4).
The data concerning overtone bands allow the determination
of the Dunham's coefficients in the expansion of the molecular constants. Especially, the cubic anharmonic vibrational constants of
15N1'O and the quadratic and cubic anharmonic vibrational constants
of 15NI80 are reported for the first timc.
Owing to the study of the heaviest isotopic ~lecule
15NI80,
the main result obtained is a derivation of the equilibrium values of
and y .from the isotopic invariance of -6
the ratios -"De
A- IBe and y e IBe
(-). It lS found : AIB . (-3.9tJ.3) 10
-"DE: e

~

y IB . (-4.00tO.05) JO-3
By comparing these r:sufts with those of other authors (6,7) the different contributions o! the perturbing electronic state.-tõ the spin
rotation constants of I~NI'O are estimated and di8cu88ed. It is confirmed that the first order contribution within the 2ß state cannot
be neglected while the dominant contribution ~ng
the 8econd order
ones arise fr~m in~eraction with 2à states.
(J) A. VALENTIN, A. HENRY, Ph. CARDINET, M.F. LE MOAL. DA WU CBEN
and K. NARAHARI RAO, J.Hol.Spectrosc.
70, 9-]7
(1978)
(2) A. HENRY,H.F. LE HOAL,Ph. CARDINET
añd A. VALENTIN.J.Mol.Spec.
trosc. 70, 18-26 (J978)
(3) D.L. ALBRITTON, A.L. SC~IELTEKOPFand R.N. ZARE, J.Mol.Spectro8C.
67, J32-156
(1977)
(4) J:H. BROWN,E.A. COLBOURN,J.K.G. WATSONand F.D. WAYNE.J.Mol.
Spectrosc.74, 294-318 (J979)

(5) J .H. BROWNand J .K.G. WATSON,J .Mo1.Spectr08c.
65, 65-74 09]])
(6) C. AHIOTand G. GUELACHVJLI,
J.Hol.Spectr08c.75; 86-J03 (J919)
(7) W.L. MEERTSand L. VESETH, J.Hol.Spectr08c.,
t~be published
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Rotational analysis of the AO~~O; system of 130Te2by Fourier
transform spectroscopy.
P. Luc. Laboratoíre AimêCotton. CNRS11. Bãt.505.91405 ORSAY.France
J. Cariou. J. Lotrian, J. Keraudy. Laboratoire de Spectroscopie
Quant1tative. Faculté des Scíences et Techniques, 6 Av. Le Gorgeu.
29283 BREST,France.
The absorption spectrum of 130Te2has been recorded by Fourier
transform spectroscopy in the visíble region between 17600 cm-1 and
24600 cm-1. The 50000 enregistred lines belong principaly to the
(B-X) and (A-X) systems identified
by Barrow et.al (1). In the A-X
system we identified about a hundred bands ; the molecular constants

Gv'. Bv" Dv' and Hv' for the vibrational states 0 ~ v'~ 35 of the
excited state AO~have been calculated with a precision substantially greater than in precedent works. Similar results have been obtained for the ten first vibrational levels of the fundamental state
+
XOg(0 ~ v" ~ 9).
Rotational distorsion D, H and L constants for the A and X
states have been computed from R.K.R. potentials according to the
method of Albritton et al.(2). Very good agreement between experimental and calculated D" and D' values was found. However, our precise measurements show also that the AO: level is not fl'ee from
slight perturbations similar to the perturbations observed in the
BO: level (3). Finally computedrelative
to the observed ones.

intensities

are compared

1. R.F. Barrow and R.P. Du Parcq. Proc.Roy.Soc.London, A. 327,279287, 1972.
2. D.L. Albritton, W.J. Harrop. A.L. Schmeltekopf and R.N. Zare.
Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy. 4~25-36, 1973.
3. R.P. Du Parcq, Thesis, Oxford. 1969.
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GROUND STATE BY EMISSION

FOURIER TRANSFORM

SPECTROSCOPY.
C. AMIOT
d'Optique
91400

Laboratoire

de Physique

Atmosphérique,

ORSAY

Campus d'Orsay,

J. CHAUVILLE

Observatoire

Laboratoire

de Meudon,

The infrared spectrum of the
in a f1ame of

D2 + O2

-1

and 8000 cm

.

3-1, 4-2, 5-3
2-2, 0-1)

et

FRANCE

J.-P. MAILLARD,
infrarouge,

Bãt.221,

Mol~culaire

bands).

UV

and microwave

for the

constants

OH

radical emitted

and

between 4000

(A 21;+ -

OD

.

(2-0,

x2n 0-0, 1-1,

data give accurate

X 2n v ~ 5

parison between

OD

fit of these IR data

data

and term values for
A-doubling

92190 MEUDON ~RANCE

has been recorded

A simultaneous

du T~lescope

constants

The vibrational

effects

have been studied.

A com-

molecular constants is al-

so presented.

G8.

INFRAREDSPEL"l'RMCE 002 m THE 1.4-1.7 \.IInBY VERYHIGH RES)Wl'I(E
FU.JRIæ 1'RANSF(ROf
SPæI'NOOCQPY.
+
++
,++
+++
+
J .P. MAILLARD,Ph. AR:AS, E. ARIE, C. J\MIar
ard M. aJSENIER.
+
Têlesoope

+taooratoire

- Observatoire

infrara1ge

d'Infrarouge

++taooratoire
de Physique
91405 ORSAY, Franoe.

de Meudon

92190

MEU:X:fi, Franc::e.

- LA- Universitê Paris-SUd 91405 ORSAY,
Franoe.
Molêculaire

et d'~

At:mosp1êrique

'Ihe spectrum of 002 has been reoorded in the 1.4-1.7 \.IInatrrDspheric wirrlow using the very high-resolution
FCA1rier Transfol1ll spectraneter
of the Meudon Observatory.
The following transitions
have been studied
: the Tetrad (3001,
0000,0003
0000, the "hot" bards (31'1,07'1)II,III
ard
0601)
(0113) originating
fran the 0110 level.
The effective
constants
of the involved levels,
deteIminated
with
accuracy,
reproduce the oberved frequencies
with a differenc:e
OCJ'IIOOlÙy
better
than 0.(xx)5 an-1.
.

-

-

,...

...
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ROTATIONALANALYSIS OF THE 7390 A BANDOF N02 BY MEANS OF
FOURIER TRANSFORMSPECTROSCOPY.
A. PERRIN, C. CAMY-PEYRET, J .-M. FLAUD
Laboratoire
de Physique
MOléculaire
et d'Optique
Atmosphérique,
B&t.221,
Campus d'Orsay,
91405 ORSAY CEDEX France

P. LUC
Laborato1re Aimé Cotton, C.N.R.S. 11
B&timent 505, Campus d'Orsay, 91405 ORSAYFrance
We have extended
to higher
N and to K=3 and 4 the rotational
analysis
performed
by K.E. HALL1N and A.J. MERER
[1] in 1977. The lines
belong
to a perturbed
parallel
band for which HALL1N et al. have proposed
the vibratioground
nal assignment
: 2 13 1 . 000 wi thin the electronic
state.
These authors
presumed that this band barrows its
intensity
through
a vibronic
coupling.
(spin-orbit
anQ/or
Qor,!olis
coupling)
from the stroJ.lger
020 000 band of the
system at 7460 Ã
A X electronic
We have observed
about 400 transitions
belonging
to
subbands
of the 2131
000 band for N
the K =0,1,2,3,4
values
going up to about 23, and 300 lines
of the hot
band 2 13 1 01 0
We have also looked for spin orbit
induced
transitions
and we have detected
about 400 transitions
with

-

-

AN

-

.

-

t- AJ.

Among

-

.

them

AN = :1:2

transi

tions

wi th

AK

=0

or :1:2 have been observed, indicating
that N and Ka are
no longer
good quantum numbers,
and demonstrating
clearly
the existence
of rovibronic
interactions
perturbing
the upper levels
of the transitions.

[1] K.E. HALLINand A.J.

MERER
Can. J. Phys., 55, 2101 (1977).
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ExPERIMENTALEVIDENCE OF CORIOLIS INTERACTION

12C1602:

EFFECT UPONTHE ENERGYLEVELS OV~V3 (w1th .1-V2).

o.

8AILLY,

R. FARRENQ.
C. ROSSETT1.
ln 4 p~eViOU4

e~i4~ion

4pe~t~4

~cmmUni~4tion

6~om i40topi~

(J) we p~e4ented

4pe~ie4

06 cO2 ~e~o~ded

w:ith 4 Fou~i~
T~4n46Mm
Spe~<<omete~
IRuotving .powe~
-3
-J
-J
5.4 JO
c.m J in the 4pe~<<4t ~4nge 6~om 2400 to J101) ~m .
Fo~ tevet4

invotving

no F~i

J2CJ602 4nd J3CJ602. 4 4et 06 mote~ut4~
d~e~tty

~4'-~ut4ted 6~om 4tt the ob4~ved

the b44i4 06 4 vib~4tionat-~ot4tion4t
king a~~o~~

06 t doubting

p~ti~u'-~ty

p~amet~4

W44

w4venumb~4

en~gy

on

6un~tion

t4-

(2).

going deep into exp~~entat

4n independ4nt

det~.:inati~n

d:i66t~enc.ebetween the 8~ 4nd 8d v4tue4
Thi4 d:i66~en~e
phenOmen4

~e4utt4,

06 e66e~tive

tant4 6~om ~~ 4nd dd 4e~:ie4 h44 4hown the exi~ten~e

buted the Ob4e~ved

in

60~ OJ'V3 tevet4 4nd t ~e40-

n4n~e 60~ 022v3 and 033V3 tevet4
An 4n4tY4i4

Re40n4n~e

~cn4-

06 4

60~ 022V3 t~vet4.

depend:ing on v3' we h4Ve 4t~:ito the Co~ioti4

int~4c.tion

(J) Vth Inte~nationat Semin4~ on High Rejotution In6~~ed
Sp~C.t~04C.Opy. Libti~e nea~ P~a9ue (J918).
(21 Cotloque 4u~ t4 4pe~<<o4~op:ie motl~u!a~e
a Haute Re40tution TOU~4 (19191~

. O. 8AILLY,R. FARRENQ,
G. GUELACHVILI,
C. ROSSETTI.

--
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C.9

ROT^TlON^L

/f.CJIoIERISM AND Tllf

OF 11ft: TOTAL DII'OLE

0_________N:>;'U.'NT

lvan

Author:

A ..pthoJ

for dctc

of distinct
solel).

the

inint:

rotamers

BOTSKOR

the odentations

experimental

dipole

to il1ustrate

Exvel-imelital
thc method.

18

is discu~.cd.

D10ments oLtaiot!d.

DIOmentcan oCten bc dctcroincd

considerations.

of thc total

oC tbe same moleculc

copy (gas ph3SP) aud an ar.\..mdm:.te
dipole

OrnENTATlON

structure
without

diJ'Olc r.oom~ntS
Utilizjo&

wi lil uaicrowiJvc

thc oricnt"tiol1

src("lro~-

oC thc

use of bond ~meot

data fro:.1 nine ro.tam~r pairs art' ønl'!l:;zed

High Reso1ution
Ana1ysis

Infrared Spectra of Methy1-Amine

of the Amino Wagging Band

L. Sztraka

The strong coup1ing between the interna1 rotation
and inversion causes a very comp1icated
amino wagging band of methy1-amine.

over-a11

the coup1ed inversion,

rotation of the mo1ecu1e.

the Hami1tonian

constantsl

by a Hami1tonian

interna1 rotation and
The parameters

Ipotential constants,

al and distÐ~tion

effective

were determined

and the observed

mo1ecu1e.

rotatioR-

infrared

were a1so investigated

transitions were c1assified

species of PI/Longuet-Higgins/

in

by a non-

linear least squares fit from the experimenta1
data. The symmetry properties

in the

The structure of

this band was ana1ysed and interpreted
describing

structure

into the

group of this f1exible

The experimenta1 basis of the analiysis was
,
-1
'a high reso1ution spectra /0,04 cm
/ recorded from
-1
-1
700 cm
to 860 cm
by a Fourier transform spectrometer.

